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A number of different canonical developments for the equa
tion of a curved surface have been obtained by investigators in 
the field of projective differential geometry. These develop
ments f are simplest in form when the vertices of associated 
tetrahedra are located on a certain quadric, known as the ca
nonical quadric of Wilczynski. t The geometrical location of this 
quadric was accomplished by Wilczynski by a very compli
cated method. Bompiani§ has offered a distinctly different defi
nition, and Stouffer||, using the general methods of Wilczynski, 
has found a rather simple method of locating the quadric. 

The canonical quadric is actually useful in locating only one 
of the four vertices of the tetrahedron. It is the purpose of this 
paper to locate the fourth vertex for the whole series of expan
sions by rather elementary methods and without the introduc
tion of Wilczynski's quadric. As a matter of fact, the quadric 
is located as soon as any one of these fourth vertices is deter
mined. 

We shall suppose that the asymptotic net is parametric, and 
take the fundamental differential equations in the form 

(1) yUu + 2byv + fy = 0, yvv + 2a'yu + gy = 0. 

Using the notation introduced in the celebrated memoir by 
Green we shall put 

(2) p = yu - py, a = yv - ay, 

where a and /3 are functions of u and v which may be assigned 
as desired. If the point y on the surface and the corresponding 
points p and a are chosen as three vertices of the tetrahedron 

* Presented to the Society, April 6, 1935. 
t Green, Transactions of this Society, vol. 20 (1919), pp. 79-153. 
X Wilczynski, Transactions of this Society, vol. 9 (1908), pp. 79-120. 
§ Bompiani, Rendiconti Accademia Lincei, (6), vol.6 (1927), pp. 187-190, 

and Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 29 (1929), pp. 678-683. 
|| Stouffer, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, (18), vol. 

3 (1932), pp. 252-255. 
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of reference, the associated development for the equation of the 
surface takes its simplest form if the fourth vertex r is given by 

(3) r = yuv — ayu — Pyv + afiy. 

Under these conditions the point r is on the quadric of Wil
czynski for all values of a and ]8. Moreover, the line / ' joining y 
and r is the reciprocal with respect to any quadric of Darboux 
of the line / joining p and <r. Furthermore, the tangent plane at p 
to the ruled surface R^u) generated by the line joining y and p 
as y moves along Cu, (v = const, curve), and the tangent plane at 
a to the ruled surface Riv) generated by the line joining y and a 
as y moves along Cv, (« = const, curve) intersect in the line V. 

If fi = a,u /(2a'),a = bv/(2b), the l ines /and / ' are the directrices 
of Wilczynski of the first and second kind, respectively, and if 
j8= — 6w/(46), a= —a//(4a')> they are the canonical edges of 
Green of the first and second kind, respectively. These lines and 
consequently the associated points p and a are not difficult to 
locate geometrically. The above stated facts are well known 
and may be found, for example, in the memoir by Green.* 

Let us now consider the set of points 

Pi = yu — fay, <Tj = yv — a3y, m = yuv — a^yu — fayv + oLjfa y. 

The reciprocal lines / and /' determined by pi and <Tj we shall 
denote by li3- and lti. In particular we shall denote the directrices 
of Wilczynski by In and l[x with the corresponding points de
noted by 

Pi = yu ~ fayf <TI = yv — ony, m = yuo — axyu — fayv + axfay. 

Similarly, the canonical edges of Green will be denoted by ht 
and I'M with the subscript 2 attached to the corresponding points 
p, a, and r. 

Two points pp, pq and two points o>, <rs determine four lines 
Ipr, Iqs, IpSl Iqr. The lines lpr and lqs intersect in a point lprlqs which 
is easily found to be denoted by 

fa — as)yu + (fiq — PP)yv + (aspp — arfa)y. 

This point is identical with Tps — Tqr. Therefore, the points 
lprlqs, Tps, Tqr are collinear. Similarly, the points lqrlps, Tqs, rpr 

* Green, loc. cit. 
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may be shown to be collinear. Moreover, the above proof holds 
when pp^pq, or when ov = <r8. We therefore have the following 
theorem. 

THEOREM. The points TP8, rg r , and lprlqS are collinear. 

Now the points ri2 and r2i may be located geometrically, as 
follows. The points p and a for given functions a and /3 generate 
two surfaces, sp and sa. The tangent at p to the curve u = const, 
on sp and the tangent at a to the curve v = const, on S<r intersect 
the line V in the points T—fivy and r — auyy respectively. The 
harmonic conjugate of y with respect to these two points is 
the point r — (au+Pv)y/2. The harmonic conjugate of the point 
r—fivy with respect to the two points r — auy and r — (au+Pv)y/2 
is the point r — (2aM+j81))^/3. This is the point r if a and j3 are 
chosen to satisfy the condition 

2au + fiv = 0. 

This condition is satisfied by the selection 

Q"o du 

W' la' ' 

But for this selection p =pi and p =o-2. The point r for this selec
tion of a and /3 is therefore the point ri2. The geometric defi
nition of the point r2i is obtained from the definition of r i2 by 
interchanging u and v, p and a, a and /?, and replacing a' by b. 

I t follows from the above theorem that the points Wn, rn, 
and T12 are collinear; also, Inhu rn, and r2i are collinear. Thus 
m is the intersection of the line determined by W n and r i2 and 
the line determined by Inki and r2i, both of which are geometri
cally located. The point r22 may be located similarly. 

We are now in a position to locate any point rr«. The points 
kslru rn and Trs are collinear, as are also the points /2s/r2, r22, 
and Trs> But each of these lines passes through two known points 
and their intersection determines rrs. Therefore, upon specifying 
the locations of the points pr and cr8, the geometric definition of 
the point rrs is complete. 
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